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The asymptotic form of the renornalized vertex function rA.(p, q) in the region pa >> qa ~rna is found 
to the accuracy of linear terms in mjp and qjp, in the so-called a(aL)n approximation. 

l.rn a previous paperc11 (hereafter cited as I) the prob
lem is formulated of finding the asymptotic forms of the 
renormalized electrodynamic functions D fJ.ll(k), G(p ), 
and rA.(p, q) in the high-momentum region in the a(aL)n 
approximation, and the corresponding asymptotic forms 
of the Green's functions DfJ. 11(k) and G(p) are found. In 
the present paper we shall find the a(aL)n asymptotic 
renormalized vertex function rA(p, q) in the regiona> 
pa » qa ~rna, to the accuracy of terms linear in m/p 
and qjp. We shall subsequently use these asymptotic 
forms to investigate the question of the existence and 
properties of solutions of the "superconducting type" 
in quantum electrodynamics csJ and problems of the 
self-consistency of the renormalized theoryc6• 51 when 
the terms of the a(aL)n approximation are included, 
but they are of course of wider significance. 

2. The stated problem is here solved by the method 
of renormalized Dyson equations. This method was 
used in ca, 71 to find the asymptotic forms of the elec
trodynamic functions in the (aL)n approximation. In 
this approximation the only vertex diagram that con
tributes is the simplest (three-gamma) one, and be
cause of this the system of Dyson equations terminates 
and gives a convenient basis for the asymptotic calcu
lations. It can be shown that in the a(aL)n approxima
tion there is only one diagram beyond the "three
gamma" one rf' that contributes, namely the "five
gamma" diagram rl5' (Fig. 1), and therefore the sys
tem of Dyson equations again terminates. The equation 
for rA. is then of the form 

(1) 

where r*3 ' and rXS' are expressed in terms of r11 and 
the Green's functions Df-L 11 and Gin accordance with the 
diagrams in the figure. 

As in I, we shall represent any of the functions con
sidered in the form 

I) In this approximation, in expansions with respect to the renor
malized coupling constant ex one includes all terms of the form cx(cxLf, 
where L is a general symbol for logarithms of the various large values 
of the momenta in question, of the type of In (p2 /m2 ), In (k2 /m2 ), and 
so on. It comes next after the "(cxL)n approximation", in which one in
cludes all terms of the form (cxL)n. 

2>We confine ourselves to the consideration of rx (p, q) in the 
region of "spacelike" vectors p and q satisfying the "triangle rule." [2 ] 

In this region there do not arise any "doubly logarithmic" terms of the 
form (cxL 2 )n, which art: characteristic for the region of "nonspacelike" 
vectors, for example pq;!l> p2 , q2 • [ 3 •4 ] It can be shown [2 ] that the lat
ter region "is ineffective" in the equations that determine the function 
rx (p, q) in the region of "spacelike" vectors. 

/= f<oJ +'f, (2) 

where f <o> is the contribution of the (aL)n approxima
tion and !'is that of the a(aL)n approximation. The 
equation for I\ is obtained from the equation (1) for rA 
by separating out the a(aL)n parts in each term: 

i\(p, q) = f;.i.Sl(p, q) + r-:($'(P. q). (3) 

r '5' A 

In accordance with the diagrams in the figure we have 

[for brevity we have omitted the arguments of the func
tions G and r in (5); they can be readily supplied from 
the diagrams]. 

The photon and electron Green's functions appearing 
in (4) and (5) are written in the form31 

G-l(p) = -pA(p) + imB(p). 

(6) 

(7) 

The scalar functions d, A, and B are found in I to terms 
in a(aL)n [E~. (8) and (62)-(64)]. 

To obtain rj.._31 from (4), after putting each of the 
functions in the integrand in the form (2), it is suffi
cient to keep: first, the product of all the factors f 1o1 

(we denote this integral by lA), and second, the product 
of five factors f<o> times one of the factors f (we denote 
these integrals by I 1u, ... , 1161 , where the upper index 
corresponds to the order number of the function taken 
with the tilde, counting from left to right). To get 1'151 

from (5) it suffices to take all of the functions in the 
integral in the (aL)ll approximation (i.e., to take only 
the product of the terms f<o1). The resulting form taken 
by Eq. (3) is 

- I•) -<~> () fA(p,q)=h_(p,q)+ ~h (p,q)+fA (p,q). 8 
i-=t 

3)We shall conduct the calculations in an arbitrary gauge, but for 
simplicity take dt independent of the momentum k. The metric and 
the matrices 'YIJ are the same as in [8 ]. 

1192 
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3. Let us consider the integral Ix: 

h(p,q)= 4: 3 Sr<•>~(p,p-k)G<o1 (p-k)f<•>•(p-k,q-k) 
X G(nJ(q- k)f(o)v(q- k, q)D(O)~v(k)d4k. (9) 

This integral leads both to main (aL)n terms, which 
arise in the "logarithmic" integration and have been 
found earlier (see 1:2'7 ' 51 ) and to the a(aL)n terms which 
we now require, and which arise in the "nonlogarith
mic" integration. Confining ourselves to the calcula
tion of the a(aL)n terms only, we shall not be interested 
in the (aL)n part of the integral (9); this simplifies the 
further arguments. 

The functions occurring in (9) are of the forms 

d(o)(k) ( k~kv) k~kv 
D(O)~v(k) = ~ Ov.v- --y;:- + dli"k4 

a k~ 
d<o1(k)=1J-1, TJ=i- 3n!n~, k2 >m2; (10) 

r,o1v(q- k, q)::::: r<•>·(- k, q) = yvA<o>(k) 
kv ~ . - kz {q[A(oJ(k)-1]-!m[B,01 (k)-1]} 

q(kyv- y)i) 1 ( 11) 
---2~A(o)(k) (1-11''), 

G(o)(q- k)= [(k- q)A(oJ(k) + imB(o1(k)]-1 

(k- q)A 01 (k)- imB,o1(k) (12) 
::::: A 2 (k)l(k- q) 1 + m2] 

(0) 

In the last expression use has been made of the fact 
that the term m2B~o>(k) in the denominator is important 
only in the region k2 ~ q2 ~ m2 , in which B<o>(k) 
Ri A<o1(k). 

As for the functions r(o)X, G(o)J and r(OlJ.L• which 
contain the momentum p, they can be effectively sim
plified in view of the following remarks. In the inte
gration of the logarithmic terms (containing ln (k2 /m2) 

the a(aL)n contribution we want arises in the regions 
k2 » p2 and p2 » k2 » q2 ~ m2, in which the integration 
effectively reduces [see the corresponding analysis of 
the integral (20) in I] to making the replacement ln k2 

- ln p2 in the integrand. The form of the function 
r(o)x(p- k, q- k) in these regions is4> 

f(OJA(p-k, q-k)::::: I'(o)l.(-k, -k) =y>.tl 1o)(k), k2':Pp2, (13) 

f(oJA(p- k,q- k) :::::f(OJA(P,- k)= yAA(oJ(p)-~ {k[A(o)(p)-A(o)(/r)j 
p• 

k(Pv•-v•P) ( s'r.) +im[B1o1(p)-B(oJ(k)]}- A(oJ(P) 1--
2p2 TJ''• 

(13') 

where 

4>The expression (13') for r(o)X (p, -k) in the region p2 > k2 > m2 

can easily be obtained by a method analogous to that with which Eq. 
(A.l9) of [5 ] was derived. For this it is sufficient to make obvious 
changes, associated with the condition k2 >m2 , in Eqs. (28)-(32) and 
(A.14) of [5 ] [here the lower limit zero in the integral of Eq. (A.l4) is 
replaced by 71] . 

When we also use the effective replacement ln k2 - ln p2 

in the expression (13'), we can neglect all the terms ex
cept the first, to the accuracy required. In view of the 
fact that we also have A<o>(k)- A<o>(p) in (13), we con
clude that in the entire region of integration in (9) we 
can effectively set 

(14) 

Similarly, 
f(OJ~(p, p- k) -+y.,A(o)(p), I (15) 

~ A (k-p)A<o>(p)-imB,o1(p) 
G,o1(p- k)-+L(k- p)A<o>(P)+ imB(OJ(P)]-I::::: A 2 ( ) (k )Z • 

(O) p -p (16) 

We note that since we are calculating I\(p, q) to the ac
curacy of terms linear in qjp and m/p all the functions 
in (9) can be taken only to this same accuracy. 

As the result of all these simplifications the integral 
(9) takes the form 

a 2 i 
h(p, q) = 43A<o>(P) J y.,G,oJ(P- k)y>.G<o>(q-k) f<oJV( -k, q)D<o>~v(-k)d4k. 

ll (17) 

Substituting the expressions (10)-(12) and (16) in (17) 
and performing the integration by means of the formulas 
in Appendix I, we get 

_a A,01 (p) f(1 2 A ') i ( m• d1)" , 
ldp,q)-4n_p_•_\ 'f:Y•P +PY.P, "f-- 1-q.-+2 qy,p 

a, • "+[ _,,, ' a, ( m')]qp, 
-2A<oJ(P)py,q S 'A(oJ(P)+(a,-1) 1+2(j2 2 

+ £-'!. pqp ..J.- i m [<a - 1) (1 + 2 m•) q py).q + (•'1• -2!;'1•a 
P, p• ' 2 I q• q• ;, . l 

d1 ) , ] imp>. -l 'f 1 m']} + A(oJ(P) PY,.. +-2- 7(1-~')+a,(f-A(01 (p))+2(l.-d1)(j2 , 

(18) 
4. B~fore ~ing on to the consideratio~ of the inte

grals I(ll and r~5', let us separate out in rx (p, q) the 
terms of zeroth order in the parameters m/p and qjp: 

(19) 

It is not hard to show that Iiil and r§._5> do not contribute 
to Az(p) (this is because the integration in them is loga
rithmic). Therefore from (18) we have 

a 
A2(p) = 4;A<o>(p)£-•. (20) 

We now use the generalized Ward identity eel for the 
renormalized functions, and separate out the a(aL)n 
terms in them: 

(p- q)Afi(p, q) = G-1(q)- C-1(p) = pA(p)- q.A(q) 
- im(B(p)- B(q)). (21) 

Substituting in (21) the expression (19) for 1\ and using 
(20) and the result (62) of I for A(p), we find the explicit 
form of A1(p) (we note that in this way we at once get 
the renormalized function): 

(22) 

A~cordinglf, we have no further interest in the terms in 
I~l and r~ that contribute to A1(p), and shall calculate 
only the terms ~mjp, qjp. 
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5. Let us consider r~>. The corresponding integral 
is given by the expression (5), in which all functions are 
to be taken in the (aL)n approximation, and the calcula
tion is to be made to accuracy a(aL)n. Here the inte
gration over one of the variables in (5) is "logarithmic" 
and the second is "nonlogarithmic." An analysis analo
gous to that carried out for the integral (9) enables us 
to bring the part of the integral (5) that gives an a(aL)n 
contribution of order m/p and qjp into the following 
form: 

f;..151 (p, q)= ( 4: 3r Aco>(P) ~ y~S(p- ki)YaS(p- ki)YI.S(-ki) 

XyvDcoJ~v(ki)d4ki·la(p, q) = { iJ:a [fcoJA(p,O) + h(p, 0)] }la(p, q), (23) 

where 

S(p) = (im- p"j-1, 

la(p, q) = ..!!.._ ! GcoJ(q- kt)fcoT<(q- k._, q)D(o)at(k._)d4k2 
4n3 ) 

q 

im (, 1 ) 1 ( 1 • ) ( ,1 i) =-'Va !;/•----- +- qa+-qra s •-
4 Aco>(P) 2 2 

1 A ( f ) +-yaq ----1 
4 Aco>(P) 

(24) 

(in the last integral we have kept only the (aL)n terms); 
here IA(p, 0) is given by the first two terms of the ex
pression (18), and r(O);\(p, 0) = ·nAco> (p). The final 
expression for rl51 (with only the terms ~mjp, qjp) is 

r-(sl a Aco> (p) {. t)a (A-' ( ) 1)a I 
• • A (p, q) = 4n --po- qpl [y(~ + + (OJ P -- •• -. 

PY;,.q I r· . - pqps] +-2- 1v (G) a_+ ( A(.J(p)- I) a. 1 - qylp a, + 2pql a_- 2p;,. 7 -• v (~l 

+ im [~v a.+ p, a_] (~'1•- A;:, (p)) ). 

y(~)=:t-~'1•, d±=t-'±d,. (25) 

6. We now go on to I~ 1(p, q). We write out explicitly 
only the expression for I1u : 

(1) a r-
h (p, q) = 4n• j f~(p, p- k)Gco>(P- k)fcov.(P- k, q- k) 

XG(o)(q- k) !'(ll)v(q- k, q)D(o)~v(k)d'-k. 

The other Iii> differ from this only in having the tilde 
on the function whose position corresponds to the value 
of the in~ex (1), instead of on the r JJ. (i = 1). 

The Iill contain one more factor a than the lA, and 
therefore the a(aL)n contribution to them is given by a 
"logarithmic" integration which arises in the regions 
k2 » p2 and p2 » k2 » q2 ~ m2• The contribution of 
the region k2 » p2 is ~yJJ., and consequently can be 
neglected. When in the region p2 » k2 » q2 ~ m 2 we 
expand the integrand in terms of the parameters m/p, 
qjp, and k/p, we can easily estimate that in the func
tions rJJ.(p, p -k), G(p -k) and rA(p -k, q -k) all of 
the terms of the expansion except the first give no con
tribution which we need. This allows us to write 

Ii11 (p,q)+h121 (p,q)+If1 (p,q) 

- 2 -
= {f~(p,p)S(p)y;,. + AcoJ(p)yuG (p)y;,. + y~S(p)f;,.(p, 0)} J"(p, q), 

1141 (p, q)= 4a 3 A(oJ(P)Y~(p)y;,.) G(q- k)fcoJv(-k, q)D(o)uv(k)d'k, 
n 

q 

1' 
<5> a. r -h (p, q) = 4n3 AcoJ(p)y~S(p)y;,. .1 G(O,(q- k)l',(q- k, q)Dco)uv(k)d4k, 

q 

1' 

h(61(p, q) = ~A(o1 (p)y~S(p)y;,. S G1o1(q- k)I'c01v(q- k, q)IJ1.v(k)d4k. 
4n3 q (26) 

We shall write out the functions with a tilde which 
appear in (26) to the required accuracy. rJJ.(p, p) is de
termined from G(p) by means of the Ward identity: 

- a 
f~(p,p) =- -0 -G-1(p)- y~A(oJ(P) 

Pu. 
a . 

= -.- {p[Aco>(P)+ A(p)]- imB(p)}- y~Aco>(P) 
op" 

a PPu . 8 
= '\'uA(p)--2. dtAcoJ(p)-2 -1m-a -B(p), (27) 

n p p 

and in (26) we need to substitute only the first two terms 
in (27), dropping the term ~mjp. The function rA(p, 0) 
is determined by the first two terms of the expression 
(19). The functions G and DJJ. 11 must be taken to the fol
lowing accuracy: 

C(k -- q) ""'[(h·- q) (Ac01 + .1) + im(B,01 + B)]-1 

- ( (k- q)A,o1 + iml:l(o1]-1 ::::: (k- q)-2A(01- 2 (/;) { (q- k) .:r(k) 

- im[S(k)- 2.A(k)l:l,01 (k)A,01-I(k))}, 

p A(p) . d(k) ( kl'kv) 
G(p):::::-.----, Dl'v(k)=-.- lil'v--- (28) 

p2 A,o>t(p) lkz k2 

where A, B, and dare determined by Eqs. (62), (63), 
and (8) of I. When we use (8) and the matrix structure 
of the results (18), (19), and (25) and the integr,els (26), 
we can write the general matrix structure for rA(p, q): 

- 1 i• • • • • - • r A (p, q) = v • .Al + 1• ; __ py,PA2 + qy,pA3 + qp, A. + py,q A. 

~ pqp •) im(~ qpy,q ) (29) 
+pq~A•+P~-P1-A, +r\py~Bl+P~Bt+-qo-B3, 

where Ai and Bi are scalar functions which, in virtue of 
the identity (21), satisfy the relations 

A1 + Az = A(p), A1 -Aa- A.-As- 112As = A(q), 

Az- '/zA•- A1 = 0, B1 + B2 + Ba = B(q) - B(p), (30) 

where ~q) and ~(q) are given by Eq. (A.8) of Appendix 
II, and A(p) and B(p) are given by Eqs. (62) and (63) of I. 

When we substitute all of the necessary functions in 
(26), integrate over the angles, and use (30), we get 

(ll (2) (31 AcoJ(P) { ~ • • J1. (p,q)+h (p,q)+h_ (p,q)=--2- (qy;,.p-qp;,.) 
p 

X (A1(p)-A2(p) _!!_dz) (t'i•-1)+ qp~.( ..-T(p) _ _!!_dz) 
A(oJ(P) 4n Aco>(P) 4n 

x(1- A<~1 (p)J+ j,y~.q_::_d,(2- .tlc~1 (p)- ~·"> + pq~...!!.._a,(~''· -1) 
8n 2a 
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-- r 3 J -qjJy.q 
-qp, Az+2A•+Ad-3As+-·Ao-A(q)dzll +tm--Ba 

2 . r.2 

- imp.[311''•(A,- A2)+ 3B, + Ba + (A11'" + B(q)- B)dti'Jl}, (33) 

t1> 3 A<o>(P) 5 - - -1. (p, q) = 4 --2 - a., [(qv•P- qp,JIJ''•- 3imp,.,'t•]a. (34) 
p I 

where 
a pt a kZ 

t=1--ln-, TJ=i--ln-. 
3n m' 3n m• 

In Eqs. (32)-(34) we have for brevity omitted the argu
ments of the functions in the integrands. All of them 
[except the explicitly written A(q) and B(q)) have the 
argument 7J. In general the functions ~ and Bi also de
pend on the parameter q2 • These statements also apply 
to the integrals (35) and (36). 

7. On substituting these results in (8) and equating 
the linearly independent combinations, we get a series 
of relations which determine the functions Ai and Bi. 
For As and Bs these are integral equations, but the 
other functions are determined explicitly [see below, 
Eqs. (38) and (39)]. The equations for B3 and A3, when 
As is expressed by means of the combination 

A+= [A a+ (A 1 - A2) (1- s'~•) ]A<01-t, 

are as follows : 

a ( m2 ) 3 S 83 dtl Ba(~)=-8 A<o1(p) 1+2-2 (dz-1)+-4 A(oJ(P) --, (35) 
n q ,A~ TJ 

( 

A+<sl=...!:_(~-1-~) +~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 2 4 I Tj 

X [A++(~- 2TJ'/,) Az + ~~ + TJ'i• a]. (36) 
2 A(o) 4 A(o) 

The search for their solutions does not present any 
particular difficulties. 

8. The final result for the asymptotic form of the 
vertex function r>.,(p, q) in the region p2 » q2 ~ m2 , to 
the accuracy of terms linear in m/p and qjp, with both 
the (aL)n and the a(aL)n approximations taken into ac
count, is of the form 

1 ( • ' ' ' 'I fA(p, q) = '\\ (A<•> + A1) + p• py,pA 2 + qy,p [(~ '-1) A<o> + A3) 

, 'I ~ ~ - pq p } 
+ qp, ((2 -- £ ') A!ol - i + A c) + PYS A, + pq, Ao + P• fi' A, 

+ i; [py,B1 + p, (1-B<o> +B.)+ q ~:q B.], (37) 

where 

A<o>= uxp{-~a,IuL 1l (dz- is a number!), 
4n m2 

a p' 
B(o) = A(o) ~'", 6 = 1 --In-· 

3n m2 ' 

A 1 = ~A<o) (o- 21 + 13 1;-1) o =(d1 -3)ln~-3, 4n S 8 ' 111t 

a 
A•=4,;"'A!o>t- 1, At+A,=.l(p). 

tl r 21 5 59 3 
As=-A<•> - -2o--s-' +-~-·,, +-s-'i•Ins 

8n 4 4 a- 2 

+(2o+2 ::- ~5 -dz)s'i'l- (38) 

A• =A,- A.- As- 2
1 As- .l(q), 1l(q) = ~( 0 - mz a1), 

4n q2 

As=~(!;-'- A(o) t-'/,- d,) 
Bn ' 

Aa = ;n A(OJ(~-'1•- t-1), A,= Az-! .46; 

• a ( 1) B,=Tn A(o,'f:'·- 2 (s-'-d1), 

Bz = B(q)-S(p)- B,- B~. B(q) = ~(o + dz), 
4:t 

B(p)= :nB<oJfo+dz+ ~9 (£- 1 -1)+ ~7 £-'ln~J. 

Ba= :A<•>(f+;)(dz-1)!;'1•. (39) 

APPENDIX I 

Two types of integrals arise in the calculation of 
I>.,(p, q) [see the expression (17)]. First, there are in
tegrals of the type 

1 k~d_'k ______ _ 
J k2(k- p) 2 [(q- k) 2 + m2] 

and so on, which are calculated in the standard way by 
means of the Feynman parametrization. [Bl Second, there 
are integrals of analogous form, but containing in addi
tion functions of the following type: 

( k') /(k)="/ aln- = 
rn2 

00 
( k2 )n L; In aln- , 

m2 
n==--1 

O(a). k•~m' 

In this case the contribution in which we are interested 
arises in the region k2 >> q2 ~ m2, in which we can 
make an expansion in terms of the parameter qjk and 
keep only the linear terms. It is convenient to do the 
integration of the resulting expressions in spherical 
coordinates cp, J., 0, r (d~ = ir3 dr sin2 Od() sinJ dJ.dcp) 
in the four-dimensional Euclidean (after rotation of the 
contour) momentum space. Here it is helpful to use 
the following formulas for the integration over the 
angles: -·ocp (kp) 

k,. =-.-p~, 
p 

k.kve"=~fk2- (kp)2] +.!_P"Pv [4 (kp)2 -k2) 
:J p2 3 p2 p• , 

(A.l} 

where 

and the vector p ll defines the direction from which the 
angle () is measured; 

(A.2) 
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where 

~" cos" e sin' 0 de 
1, == 

0 r" + p'- 2rp cos e ' 
0 ={ 1, p'> r2 

pr 0, p'< r'' 

The remaining integration over r can be done without 
difficulty. We write the final results in the following 
form: 

F(k) c= k2(k- p) 2[(q- k2) + m2 ], p''}>q2 ~ m'. (A.7) 

We note that, corresponding to their role in the integral 
(17), the integrals (A.4) and (A.5) have been calculated 
to the accuracy of terms linear in qjp, and in (A.3), 
(A.6) and (A. 7) only the terms of zeroth order in qjp 
have been kept. Moreover, in all of the integrals con
sidered logarithmic terms of the form J dk1l:-2 {1 ;f(k)} 
have been dropped; they contribute only in the (aL)n 
approximation and are of no interest to us here. 

APPENDIX II 

Here we shall find A(q) and B(q) for q2 ~ m 2 • By defi
nition 

G(q)-1 = -q[A<o,(q) +.:T(q)) + im[B(o1(q) +B(q)] 

= im -q- ~n(q). 

For q2 ~ m 2 we have A<o1(q) = B<01(q) = 1, and A(q) and 

B( q) contain only terms ~a. To find them we need only 
calculate ~R(q) in first order in a. The calculations 
required can be done in the standard way. r8 J The result 
is 

(21 a [ ~ ( m2 ) ) l:R (q)= 411 q cr-q,d1 -im(cr+A) , 

from which we have 

a ( m2 
) A(q)=- cr--d1 , 

4n q2 

where [see Eq. (64) of I] 

B(q) = ~ (cr + d1), 
4:-r 

A. being the "mass" of the photon. 

(A.8) 
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